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Figure 1: The figure depicted above displays the reciprocal relationship that exists between a person’s subjective sexuality, 
the community (including but not limited to faith community) in which they, and their sexual functioning.  
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Sexual'Progression'Approach'
C.  SubjecPve,'communal,'and'common'
inﬂuences.'
•  Diversity'and'commonality.''
•  SubjecPve'Uniqueness''
•  Uniquely'Embedded'in'Community.''
•  What'Pes'us'together'as'ChrisPans?'
'
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•  CommonaliPes'
•  Sex'is'signiﬁcant'in'the'bible'
•  PoePcally'(Song'of'Solomon)'
•  Rhetorically'(Corinthians)'
•  Sex'as'a'deep'relaPonal'connecPon'
•  Perhaps'the'most'inPmate'way'of'expressing'our'
fundamental'relatedness.''
•  People'share'a'common'idenPty'as'divine'creaPons'
•  Sex'oﬀers'an'avenue'to'embody'a'ChristVlike'love'
to'another'person.''
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Rom'2:1V3'
'
TherapeuPcally,'focus'on'the'process'
1.  Meet'the'paPent/client'on'her'side'of'the'bridge'
2.  Address'pain'
3.  Confront'hypocrisy'with'grace—foster'integrity'
4.  ' Trust'the'process'and'trust'God'in''the'process'
''
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SIT/SPA'and'ChrisPan'PerspecPves'
I.  Sexual'Interdependence'Theory'
II.  Sexual'Progression'Approach'
III.  SIT/SPA'and'ChrisPan'PerspecPves'
IV. Conclusions'
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IV.  Conclusions'
A.  SIT'oﬀers'a'developmental'model''
1.  Integrates'psychosexual'development'with'other'
aspects'of'human'development''
2.  Parallels'mainstream'developmental'theory'
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IV.  Conclusions'
B.  SPA'oﬀers'a'nuanced'model'for'treatment'that'
takes'into'account'the'developmental'stages'of'
the'paPent/client'and'seeks'to'promote'healthy'
development''
1.  Using'targeted'intervenPons,''
2.  We'proposed'mostly'those'from'3rd'wave'CBT'
3.  AlternaPve'intervenPons'could'be'employed'
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IV.  Conclusions'
C.  A'ChrisPan'perspecPve'oﬀers'a'model'for'values'
that'can'shape'intervenPons'while''
1.  RespecPng'paPent/client'values'
2.  Fostering'exploraPon'of'their'pracPcal'beneﬁts'and'
limitaPons.''
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